Idiotypic analysis of hybridoma antibodies to branched synthetic polymer (Tyr, Glu)-Ala-Lys: idiotypic relationship with antibodies to linear random polymer (Glu60, Ala30, Tyr10).
The expression of three anti-GAT idiotypes, CGAT, Gte, and GA-1, on 17 C57BL/10 and four C3H.SW hybridoma anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies was analyzed. These hybridoma anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies exhibited two patterns of fine antigen binding specificity. The majority of the hybridoma antibodies bound the (T,G)-A--L, GT, and GAT polymers but not the GA polymer, and were designated as GT-reactive hybridoma antibodies. A minor population of hybridoma anti(T,G)-A--L antibodies bound to (T,G)-A--L but not to GT, GAT, or GA, i.e., (T,G)-A--L-specific. A complete correlation between fine antigen binding pattern and the expression of CGAT idiotype was demonstrated. None of the 21 hybridoma anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies expressed the GA-1 idiotype. All of the GT-reactive and none of the GT-nonreactive hybridoma anti-(%,G)-A--L antibodies expressed the CGAT idiotype. Furthermore, the Gte idiotype was found on the majority of CGAT+-bearing C57BL/10 hybridoma anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies. These results indicate that C57BL/10 anti-(T,G)-A--L antibody repertoire can be grouped into a minimum of three families; i.e., CGAT+ Gte+, CGAT+ Gte-, and CGAT- Gte- families, with the CGAT+ Gte+ family as the major compartment. This is confirmed by the high percentage idiotype binding of serum anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies with anti-CGAT idiotypic antisera. Finally, anti-idiotypic antisera made against CGAT+ hybridoma anti-GAT or anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies crossreact extensively with other CGAT+ hybridoma anti-GAT and anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies. However, additional experiments demonstrated that CGAT+ hybridoma anti-(T,G)-A--L antibodies also possess private idiotypes.